Heat Day Release Guidelines
The Superintendent shall declare a Heat Day release of either a full day or a minimum day
using the factors of ambient air temperature, heat index, air pollution standards, etc., as they
are reported on the National Weather Service’s National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). Their website at weather.gov, along with other commercial
websites, shall be used as verification of weather forecasts for the Coronado area. This
declaration shall be based upon the knowledge that many of the CUSD classrooms are not
air-conditioned and occasionally suffer from extreme and unhealthy temperatures. Heat
Release Days apply to the student schedule; faculty and staff are expected to ensure a safe
dismissal and can then leave for the day or as directed by their immediate supervisor.
The Superintendent shall use the following guidelines:
1.
The Superintendent will base any decision of a potential Heat Day release on
information provided by reputable forecasts consisting of a temperature or Heat Index of 90
degrees or higher and/or high temperatures forecast for more than one day. A minimum day
shall be declared before 7:00 PM for the following day.
2.
Schools participating in a Heat Day release will use their approved minimum day
schedule if instructional minutes permit. All schools will begin at their regular times, but
all schools shall end the day at 12:30 PM. Sack lunches will be available for pick-up in the
lunch area at dismissal.
3.
Minimum days must be at least 240 minutes per day. While passing minutes vary
for each school, Principals will endeavor to keep passing periods consistent.
4.
Faculty handbooks, student handbooks, PTO newsletters, and registration materials
will include information about Heat Day releases.
5.
Principals will create a Room Share Plan at the beginning of the school year for
faculty and staff. Teachers who are teaching in classrooms without air conditioning may
move their classes to an available air-conditioned classroom or one with better air flow if
temperatures in the afternoon become too warm to conduct class.
6.

Administrators shall study and follow the Principal’s Heat Day Checklist.
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